Your decision for –

light, design, energy efficiency, security and quality

Window- & door systems
of a new generation
System Salamander
System Salamander
System Brügmann
System bluEvolution

© A system of Salamander Industrie /// Produkte . For further information visit www.sip-windows.com
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BRAND-NAME WINDOWS FOR THE HIGHEST DEMANDS

Best quality with a long-life guarantee

PVC profiles from Salamander Industrie-Produkte
(SIP) come from the best address. The company, rich
in tradition, with decades of experience and great
know-how, produces PVC profiles for windows
and doors that are designed for maximum stressing
even as series products. Only quality PVC is used for
production. The result is a uniquely smooth and hygienically perfect surface structure to which soiling
cannot even adhere in the first place. Be it noble
white or colourful beauty: minimum cleaning effort
and care suffice to keep the windows as beautiful in
the long term as on the very first day.
The quality PVC is resistant to weather influences
and changing temperatures. Also in relation to driv
ing rain and reliable functioning, stability, long ser
vice life and resistant to permanent loads, the windows and doors achieve top values.

Windows style living spaces

Quality windows and doors made of PVC not only
ensure cosiness in every season of the year. High-

Windows lend rooms an unmistakeable charac-

grade material and excellent processing make them

ter. As an important design element, they not only

particularly durable and weatherproof. This is war-

shape the face of a house, but link the outside world

ranted by continuing quality checks and certificates

to the interior, thus quite considerably contributing

issued by internationally renowned testing and ap-

to our well-being.

provals institutes. The windows and doors are ex
tremely stable and withstand enormous loads.

Windows shape our private world and thus reflect
our lifestyle. As they crucially
characterise your own
??????????????????

With special fittings, glazing and handles, they can

??????????????????
house for a prolonged period
of time, careful plan-

be equipped according to needs as burglary-resis

ning for both new constructions, conversions, ex

tant and function in the long term. Their outstand

tensions and renovations are particularly important.

ing insulation properties cut heating costs tangibly.

???????????
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Colour

New windows, new look –
combine design, optimum
energy values and easy maintenance

Let your fantasy guide you when designing your

Discover the creative possibilities and make your

windows. Because we have a wide variety of colours

windows the highlight of your home. Whether clas-

and decors to match your ideas. Whether you want

sic and elegant, bright and modern or discreet and

to set powerful accents or use colour to emphasise

traditional. You can choose from a wide range of

a facade element as a distinctive eyecatcher. From

colour accents. High-quality wooden decors give

elegant ivory to natural-looking mahogany wood

your facade a notably elegant character. Individual

grain effect to bright yellow – SIP windows offer an

RAL colours or custom colours are also available

unbelievable variety of decors.

upon request.

Unite the best of two worlds and combine your PVC
window with the modern look of aluminium windows. Since the frame and sash of PVC windows
have better thermal properties, the complete window also has comparatively better energy values
(UW).
High-quality wood grain effects that mimic the colours of nature give your facade a notably elegant
character and are easy to maintain.
Even after many years, the PVC profile loses nothing
of its beauty, because the high-quality foil coating
acts as an additional protective layer, which protects
the profile against the influences of weather and
bright sunlight.
3
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Warmth creates cosiness
Warmth is a basic human need. Only in a good and

Our profiles’ excellent thermal insula-

cosy interior climate do we feel good. Windows are

tion values are an active contribution

the contact to the outside world and bring light and

to environmental protection and

warmth into a house. They have to withstand hurri-

a sure investment in the future.

cane-force winds, hail and driving rain just as much

They ensure that the U-value –

as great temperature differences between the inside

the measure of heat transfer – in

and outside.

combination

To clearly reduce carbon dioxide emission, the energy

glazing is particularly low and ef-

saving regulations stipulate that old and new build-

fective. Modern window profiles

ings must not exceed a specific energy requirement

with multi-chamber technology and in-

value.

novative seal systems ensure excellent thermal

with

high-grade

6%
Through
basement
ceiling

16%
Through
roof ceiling

32%
Through
heating
operations

18%
Through
outside wall

insulation and considerable heating cost savings.

28%
Through
windows

Total heat loss of
a detached house
(125 m² living space)
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THERMAL PROTECTION

Welcome warmth!
Welcome winter!
New PVC windows ensure a positive environmental and energy balance
Modern PVC windows achieve a considerable gain
for the environment: They reduce the greenhouse effect because substantially less energy is lost through
them. Moreover, the quality PVC is one of the best
materials for recycling.
Thermograph: Prof. Dr. Feldmeier, Rosenheim

With old windows, the heat loss of a detached
house accounts for almost 30 % of its entire
heating energy.
By contrast, the thermal protection glazing
nowadays required by law (EnEV) has
Ug values ≤ 1,1 W/m²K.
A Ug value of up to 0,5 W/m²K can even be
achieved with triple glazing.
Ug = heat transfer coefficient of glass

Annual heating oil consumption:
		
Specifications:
Window area 			
Heating degree days DIN 4108-6

20 m²
2900 days

Utilisation ratio
Energy carrier 		

Thermally insulated window: cold air stays outside and
warm air inside

0,75
heating oil

Uw1 wood windows with single glazing
4,5 W/m²K =>
consumption = 842 litres of heating oil
Uw2 old PVC windows
2,8 W/m²K =>
consumption = 524 litres of heating oil
Uw3 PVC windows EnEV 2009
1,3 W/m²K =>
Source:
“Praktische Bauphysik:
eine Einführung mit
Berechnungsbeispielen”

consumption = 243 litres of heating oil
Thermal insulation: the temperature image shows the
optimised course of the isotherms
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E co l ogy

100 % recyclability
Our appreciation for sustainability goes beyond
plain environmental protection, because our objective is to continually improve the added value of our
products. For this reason, our engineers always develop new products with an eye on preservation of
resources, i.e. by using less materials and improving
product characteristics.
An important ecological advantage of PVC is that it
is 100 % recyclable. Our production process is defined by ecological criteria, because we deliberately
use a share of recycled materials in our profiles. Old
windows and doors are valuable raw materials and
can be used for the production of new profiles without any loss in quality.

As a founding member of the recycling initiative Rewindo, SIP has a special heart for the conservation
of resources. The disposal and re-use of materials
from window profiles builds a closed recycling loop,

Resource-saving
manufacturing and careful
selection of materials

High-quality
processing through
authorised window builders

Disposal and recycling of
materials ensure a closed
recycling cycle

Long useful life, high stability
and safety as well as extremely
easy-maintenance in day to day
use

from the choice of raw materials to resource-conserving profile production up to further processing
and final assembly through qualified window manufacturers. The long lifetime of the profiles, as well as
their excellent thermal insulating properties, provide
the optimum conditions required for a significant
reduction in CO2 emissions. In terms of energy efficiency and thermal insulation, our windows are
already well-prepared for the planned requirements
of future building regulations and are therefore an
important contribution to active environmental protection.
Whether you are erecting a new building or renovating – you can do a lot for yourself and your environment.
6
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Clear prospects
for every generation
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LIGHT

Prove your farsightedness
Create more transparency
Slim profiles for clear perspectives
Through daylight, rooms awaken to life. Natural
light boosts our performance and fosters our wellbeing. This is why windows and French windows
should be dimensioned so that the interior receives
the maximum of incident light at every time of the
day and year.
Thanks to the use of quality PVC and high-grade
decorative foils, our profiles become particularly
lightfast and weatherproof. Even in direct sunlight,
wind and rain, hail, heat and cold, the profiles stay
radiantly beautiful for decades.
The lift and slide door makes rooms spacious and
bright. Thanks to its innovative profile structure with
multiple chambers and generously dimensioned
steel reinforcements, particularly slim views can be
realised. The threshold is rectilinear and thus partic
ularly easy to look after.

Lift and slide door

8
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Open up new horizons for the room
The construction of the lift and slide door is structurEnjoy the brightness and beauty of summer as well

ally balanced, ensures particularly reliable running of

as the tranquillity and cosiness of winter quite with

the sashes and warrants long-term reliable function-

out a care. Lend generosity and a light atmosphere

ing with excellent thermal and noise insulation. The

to the room, regardless of whether the door leads

lift and slide door with the extremely flat aluminium

to the veranda, the balcony or the garden. With

threshold has no stumbling blocks or insurmount-

one flick of the wrist, lift and slide doors establish

able height differences. It enables no-problem, bar-

a seamless connection between the interior and the

rier-free transitions in new and old buildings thanks

outside world. They simultaneously provide personal

to exact connections and a gently sloping design.

protection against noise and burglary and ensure

High-grade magnetic seals protect the door against

quietness and security.

driving rain.
9
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Noise is bad for your health
Quietness is like a sigh of relief
Not every living situation accommodates to our need

night. Noise in the night disrupts the deep sleep and

for peace and quiet. Living in a city, a heavily used

dreaming phases, even if you do not wake up. It is

road or a railway line in the direct proximity and air-

therefore impossible to get used to noise at night.

craft noise can substantially impair our well-being.
Scientific studies prove that extreme and above all

Although noise during the day is a nuisance, it is

constant noise makes us ill. Concentration problems

not so harmful as during the night. For restful sleep

and sleeplessness as well as affecting our blood

(especially in the case of children), the noise level

pressure and cardiac frequency are a frequent con-

in the bedroom should not exceed 25 dB. And the

sequence not only for adults, but also for children.

right sound insulation should not be equated with

As an alerting organ, our ears are active day and

maximum sound insulation.

10
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S O U N D I N S UL AT I O N

Leave noise where it is – outside

Here also, modern PVC window systems offer an effective solution. The quality of the window profile
crucially influences the quality of sound insulation.
Windows have differing sound insulation depending
on the design, impermeability, total glass thickness,
glass spacing and type of glazing.
When choosing the right window profile, you should
bear in mind that there is an interaction between the
glazing and the window frame. Therefore, sound insulation can only be determined for the window as
a complete unit.
Our window systems guard against noise
Use of an innovative profile system already contributes to improving sound insulation. It enhances living quality and guards against possible impairments
caused by noise stress. Special glazing is used depending on noise intensity.
The higher the thermal insulation class is, the better are the sound-insulating qualities of a window.
If the noise level is reduced by just 10 decibels, the
human ear perceives it as only half as loud. An intelligent multi-chamber profile system with up to three
sealing levels ensures excellent sound insulation. The

Sound insulation table

generously dimensioned rebate depth enables the
Sound level outside

Recommended
maximum
sound level

Recommended sound
insulation value*
of the window

Bedroom
25-30 dB
Living room
30-35 dB
Study
35-50 dB

33 dB

Bedroom
25-30 dB
Living room
30-35 dB
Study
35-50 dB

43 dB

Industrial estate more than 70 dB Bedroom
25-30 dB
Living room
30-35 dB
Study
35-50 dB

47 dB

Residential area approx. 60 dB

City centre approx. 70 dB

*the sound level that the window insulates
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use of thermal-insulating and sound insulation glazing. This achieves the sound insulation up to 47 dB.

27 dB
15 dB

37 dB
25 dB

43 dB
30 dB
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BURGLARY PROTECTION

Pilferers lose out with us

Secure all round
Unfortunately, burglary and theft have become daily
occurrences. Windows, balcony and terrace doors
are preferred weak spots.
Statistics show that in particular the first minutes
crucially influence your security. In most cases, a
burglar aborts his attempt at burglary if he does not
succeed in overcoming the security precautions in a
few minutes.
All our profiles invisibly contain strong security measures that protect you against unwanted guests on
a lasting basis even without additional effort. Mo
dern multi-chamber technology with a great overall
depth and large steel reinforcements warrant reliable and resilient functioning in the long term. The
generously dimensioned rebated depth permits the
use of safety glass.
In addition to basic security, you can achieve a maximum of security with special fittings, burglary-re
sistant glass and lockable handles – just the way you
need it.

12
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Our profile systems are exceptionally sturdy and withstand great forces. They can be made burglar-resistant by adding special
fittings, glazing and handles, and are then compliant with burglary resistance class WK2:
In general:
■ The use of security fittings effectively prevents closed windows from being pried open.
■ Laminated safety glass with tear-proof foil does not give burglars a chance.
For windows:
■ A 5-point locking mechanism guarantees optimum security.
■ Lockable handles provide secure protection against unauthorised opening of the sash. Optionally available with anti-drill

protection.
For doors:
■ The three conventional striker plates are replaced by a continuous steel locking bar. It cannot be pried open.
■ Special cylinder locks allow the security equipment to be adapted to individual requirements.
With a combination of security fittings, security glazing, lockable handles as well as hinged or roller shutters, you can
achieve the highest level of security.
13
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LIFEWORLDS

We lend a shape to individuality
Thanks to their abundance of variants in terms of shapes, colours and profiles, our PVC windows
and doors impose no limits on the creativity of planners and builder-owners.

MODERN HOUSING CONSTRUCTION

RENOVATING IN STYLE

Be it a new or old construction: round, segmental and
pointed arches and also diverse muntin breakdowns tap
fascinating creative potential. Thus, windows can be
adapted to any building style. The harmony of a muntin
window comes into being through a successful interplay
of sizes and proportions.
In modern architecture, creative planners decide not
only in favour of the rectilinear window, but also
symmetrical and asymmetrical triangular, gabled or
bay constructions.

Rectangular window

Classical rectangular

with simple muntin cross

window with muntins

Pointed-arch window

Pointed-arch window
with muntins

14
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CONTRACT-BRACKET ARCHITECTURE

Modern housing construction
High-grade PVC windows convince with attractive
shapes and breakdowns and also excellent thermal
and sound insulation. Towards the inside, they convey living comfort, and stylish facade architecture
towards the outside. Our extensive range of shapes,
colours and decors lends an individual character to
every facade.
Renovation in style
Especially for renovation of old windows, we offer
a broad range of shapes, sizes, subdivisions and
muntins/Georgian bars. Window renewal in listed
facades is subject to the strictest of conditions and
therefore calls for a sure instinct for perception of
style and attention to detail. Cautious and con
scientious planning and realisation are particularly
important.
Contract-bracket architecture
An abundance of variants in terms of colour and
shape, diverse special solutions and great stability
of shape, functional reliability and useful life make
PVC windows the ideal component for the contract
bracket. Thus, you can coordinate design easily and
at low cost to every architectonic situation and every
requirement specific to a property.

Classical rectangular

Round arch window

Rectangular window

window

also as a casement

with triangle

Casement window

Triangular window

Asymmetrical

Round window

window
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profi l e overview

The Streamline profile stands for ex-

The staggered Streamline profile con-

The

traordinary style. The attractive round arch

vinces in terms of design and function.

war

with a construction depth of 82 mm is not

The five-chamber profile system with a

bine

only a visual highlight, but also ensures cosi-

76 mm construction depth and generously

a la

ness and reduced energy consumption. The

dimensioned steel reinforcements offers op-

tech

most up-to-date window technology with a

timum security and excellent thermal insula-

struc

five-chamber profile system, 76 mm frame

tion. The double seal system rules out noise

sizes

construction depth and two sealing levels

and cold. With its distinctive design, it is also

build

warrants optimum thermal and sound insu-

suitable for renovation because it emulates

lent

lation and high security.

the appearance of old wooden windows.

Windows can be quite individually designed

siness. A maximum of stability and easy care

thanks to a highly diverse range of sizes, shapes,

create the best prerequisites for a sophisti-

subdivisions and profiles.

cated window design.

Thanks to highly compacted surfaces made of

Areas of use: side-hung, tilt, tilt and turn

quality PVC, SIP window and door profiles are

windows, secondary entrance door or paral-

weatherproof, dirt-repellent and particularly

lel slide and tilt door for new and old build-

easy to clean.

ings, for listed houses and groups of buildings, for exclusive country and town houses

A large choice of colour is available for a high-

and for modern multi-storey dwellings and

grade foil coating on the room and/or outer side.

the contract bracket.

All standard colours and decors are available.

The staggered 2D profile styles feel-

The

good rooms. The classical profile with

liest

Subject to enquiry, every RAL or special colour

Technical data: Uf = 1,2 to 1,5 W/m²K.

clearly contoured edges has a construction

sign

is also available.

Sound insulation up to 47 dB. Burglary pre-

depth of 60 mm. Its intelligent profile struc

eleg

vention up to WK2.

ture with large steel reinforcement provides

tion

The highly thermal insulating three to five-cham

Uf = heat transfer coefficient of the sash and frame com-

excellent stability and reliable functionality.

A m

ber technology and centre and weatherseals of-

bination

The individual design is distinguished by a

ates

slim profile line.

wind

fer excellent thermal and sound insulation. That
saves heating costs and ensures considerable co16
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B LU E V O LU T I O N

bluEvolution –
the window of the
future

con-

The half staggered Streamline profile The sloped 3D profile is the synthesis of

tion.

warrants cosy living – a life long. It com- beauty and function. The distinctly slop

h a

bines comfort and reliable functioning on ing profile system does justice to the highest

ously

a lasting basis with modern five-chamber standards of modern window technology.

s op-

technology. Thanks to its extremely stable Optimum thermal insulation combined with

sula-

structure and choice of colours, decors and excellent sound insulation and great burglary

noise

sizes, this profile can be adjusted to every protection make this profile the first choice.

also

building style. All-round seals ensure excel- The sloping profile edges offer a sophisticat-

lates

lent thermal and sound insulation.

ed modern visual appearance.

bluEvolution unites future-oriented top technology and modern, pragmatic design in the
new generation of first-rate windows. The

s.

optimised 6-chamber profile with a construction depth of 92 mm produces brilliant thermal insulation and excellent energy efficiency.
Combined with a filigree visible height of only
118 mm, solar gains thanks to high light incidence and the ecological sustain ability of
a 100 % recyclable PVC, bluEvolution is the
window system of the future. In addition to
white, the windows are available in numerous
colours, in high-quality wood decors as well as
in individual RAL and special colours. bluEvolution is in many aspects the right decision for
your new building, conversion or renovation.
Areas of application:
Conventional PVC steel profile system for
white and coloured windows without formal
or functional limitations.

feel-

The round 2D profile opens up the love- The round 3D profile creates clear per-

with

liest perspectives with its elegant de- spectives with its round lines. Equipped

ction

sign. The attractive flush design features an with three seal levels, this profile system of-

Technical specifications:

truc

elegant round sash with a 76 mm construc- fers thermal insulation, sound insulation and

Uf = 1,0 W/m²K with standardised steel, Uf =

vides

tion depth on a 60 mm wide frame.

burglary protection at the highest of levels.

0,94 W/m²K with thermally separated steel –

ality.

A maximum of stability and easy care cre- The 76 mm deep profile enables use of all

outstanding thermal insulation with a building

by a

ates the best prerequisites for a sophisticated commercially available glazing.

depth of 92 mm.

window design.
© A SYSTEM OF SALAMANDER INDUSTRIE///PRODUKTE · For further information visit www.sip-windows.com
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The profile system
for diverse home-work

Salamander hinged shutters cut a good
figure not only on town houses and stylishly renovated buildings, but also offer a
large number of convincing advantages as
an element offering flexible light, privacy
and weather protection. You create security
with one turn of the hand. Thanks to moving
slats, you can adjust the see-through amount
individually and continuously from transparent and translucent to darkened. Even with
rigid slats, the hinged shutter offers classical
privacy protection. Design your own personal feel-good atmosphere, in which security
does not miss out either.

A

The Streamline house door is a calling card with style and security. Its extremely stable structure with generously dimensioned steel reinforcements withstands
even permanent load. Its four-chamber
technology with two weather seals and a
thermally separate floor threshold warrant
excellent thermal insulation and maximum
sound insulation. The generously dimensioned rebate depth is suitable for accommodating all commercially available glazing
and also for PVC and aluminium fillings.
Fittings featuring threefold or fivefold locking can be used for increased burglary protection.
18
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V E N T I L AT I O N

The new twist –
for more comfort
We spend more than 90% of our life indoors. New
building materials, modern paint, central heating and
tight, well-insulated windows change the climate in
the room. "Thick air", a mixture of pollutants and toxic
fumes, is created in the living space. Carbon dioxide
and water vapour from breath, cigarette smoke, cleaning agents, fumes from furniture, carpets, paintwork
as well as many other pollutants cannot be perceived,
but can be eliminated through proper ventilation.
The climAktivPlus can be installed in almost all profile
systems from Salamander Industrie-Produkte GmbH,
easily and inconspicuously. It guarantees automatic,
energy-saving ventilation and creates a pleasant atmosphere quickly and easily. Even when the windows
are closed, it ensures a constant supply of fresh air.

A LU M I N I U M C L A D D I N G

Twist lock open

Twist lock closed

Shiny on the outside – warm on the inside
Simple principle –
striking effect
It has never been so easy to
unite

the

advantages

and

strengths of aluminium and
PVC. On the outside, the aluminium cladding offers perfect
protection under all weather influences and almost unlimited
colour variations in RAL and
anodised colours. Coated aluminium surfaces are particularly
durable and high-grade. The interior PVC profile convinces with a distinctly pleasant feel.
The innovative, durable glued joint between the aluminium cladding and the PVC window creates a considerable amount of security, longevity and stability.
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At home in good ho u ses

With the best references
For f urther information visit
www.sip-windows.com

SALAMANDER
I N D U S T R I E

P R O D U K T E

S050/12.10/GB/MMC

®

®

®

®

Salamander Industrie-Produkte GmbH
Jakob-Sigle-Straße 58
Am Deverhafen 4
D-86842 Türkheim/Unterallgäu
D-26871 Papenburg
Tel: +49 8245 - 52-0
Tel: +49 4961 - 914-550
Fax: +49 8245 - 52-359
Fax: +49 4961 - 1011
E-Mail: info@sip.de
E-Mail: info@sip.de
www.sip-windows.com
www.sip-windows.com
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